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Top of the line curtain model.  Offers cleanest aesthetics because the fabric is uniformly supported.  

Fastest curtain operating speed available on the market. 

Rolls within 14” of the ceiling or overhead support structure when retracted.   

No straps or cables required to hoist the fabric, which provides improved safety.  

Porter’s Center-Roll® curtain offers an industry-leading 5 year warranty.   

Offers cleaner aesthetics than roll fold or top roll styles.  Fabric is rolled around a large bottom batten tube.    

Bottom rolling action is accomplished by means of multiple hoist belts.  

Rolls within approximately 2’ - 0” of the overhead support structure when retracted.  

The industry’s “work horse” divider curtain style.  The design is functional, economical, and allows the most design customization.  

Cable driven operation folds the fabric over itself in an accordion style arrangement.  

Rolls within approximately 3 - 0” of the overhead support structure when retracted.  

ELECTRIC DIVIDER CURTAIN STYLES

Fabric rolls around a top rolling tube.  Evenly spaced rollers support the top tube.     

Roller-supports place concentrated frictional force on areas of the curtain fabric, which can cause the fabric to wear prematurely. 

Design offers low storage profile.  Results vary by manufacturer and project situation.  

X



CENTER-ROLL® ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
Porter’s Center-Roll® divider curtain offers benefits that other divider curtain designs 
can’t provide.  Benefits and advantages include:    

Center-Roll® is the ultimate in compact storage, raising to within 14 inches of the ceiling or 
overhead support structure for maximum clearance.  Traditional curtains hang twice as low.   

The fabric raises without straps or cables.  This makes the design of the Center-Roll® safer than 
traditional curtains, where straps or cables can cause injury to unknowing children.    

Center-Roll®curtains raise twice as fast as traditional curtains.  The top and bottom sections of 
the curtain roll neatly and evenly around a center batten tube.  

NO STRAPS, BELTS, OR HOISTS

AT THE USER LEVEL 

SMOOTHEST FABRIC ON THE MARKET

NO DANGEROUS HANGING COUNTERWEIGHTS 

Center-Roll® comes with an industry-best 5 year warranty.   

EASY TO SUPPORT FROM 

NEARLY ANY STRUCTURE

INDUSTRY LEADING WARRANTY

No curtain design features smoother fabric than the Center-Roll® style.  There are no high-stress 
points on the fabric, unlike traditional top-rolling curtains that rely on rollers to operate.    

880 inch-pounds of motor torque and a 3 inch diameter batten tube provide nearly 25% more 
lifting torque than the closest competing product from our competitor.     


